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QUESTION 1

Which of the following describes the benefits of Cognos Application Firewall (CAF)? 

A. It protects the application by monitoring all HTTP requests sent through the Web server toensure the gateway is
receiving valid requests. 

B. It allowsCognos BIto run over the Internet. 

C. It monitors and validates all input requests to prevent parameter manipulation, SQL injection,and buffer overflow. 

D. It encrypts all input requests for validation before they are sent to the dispatcher. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following describes the design goals of a reporting database? 

A. provide fast access to corporate data for analysis and reporting 

B. provide near real time access to summarized corporate data for analysis and reporting 

C. provide fast access to corporate data and act as a system of record 

D. provide near real time access to summarized transactional data 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

A user makes the following request:"I need to see the number of flights throughout the year thatarrived or departed
more than 15 minutes early or late by origin and destination airport, by carrier,and by time of day. I want to see if the
number of flights delayed is greater for large carriers orsmall carriers."Based on this request, the following metrics have
been identified: Flight count, andminutes early or late. Large carriers operate signifigantly more flights than small
carriers. 

Which of the following additional metrics or calculations would provide the MOST value to the user? 

A. Average number of flights 15 minutes early or late 

B. Percentage of flights 15 minutes early or late 

C. Average minutes early or late 

D. Origin/Departure airport count 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 4

Which of the following BEST describes the relationship or differences between Iterative Approachand Cognos SIM? 

A. The Iterative Approach is a specific technique used to iterate through the Design phase. 

B. The Iterative Approach is a series of steps defined in the Analysis and Development phases ofCognos SIM. 

C. The Iterative Approach is a philosophy of development while Cognos SIM is a collection oftasks, documents, and
techniques to guide development. 

D. Cognos SIM is the current Cognos development standard and is intended to replace theIterative Approach for
development of BI applications. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following statements is true about the Waterfall Approach? 

A. The five steps in the process are considered valid for BI software development projects. 

B. Each step is performed in sequence but you return to previous steps at specific points in thedevelopment cycle. 

C. It is designed so that requirements that are not discovered in the Analysis step will cascadeout during the design
phase. 

D. Project management tools no longer encourage the Waterfall Approach. 

Correct Answer: A 
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